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The recent selection of a complex ribozyme capable of
general polymerization on a template in trans has
revealed how catalysts may have arisen from one
another in the RNA world.
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It has been hypothesized that modern biochemistry was
preceded by a ‘RNA world’ in which ribozymes rather than
protein enzymes were the primary catalysts. Support for
the RNA world scenario is based on two lines of evidence.
First, many modern cofactors and biopolymers with ancient
lineages, such as NAD and the ribosome, appear to be
derived from RNA. Second, modern experimentalists have
been able to select a variety of ribozymes that may be dop-
pelgangers for enzymes that existed in the putative RNA
world. Both lines of evidence address ‘late’ RNA world
scenarios, however, in which genome content and metabo-
lism were likely informationally and chemically quite rich. 
Such ‘late’ RNA world scenarios of necessity presume
simpler organismal and molecular precursors, and the most
likely scenario that life and/or the RNA world started with
a molecule or consortium of molecules capable of self-
replication. Using in vitro selection techniques, Bartel and
co-workers [1] have now evolved and engineered a
ribozyme polymerase that can add multiple nucleotides to
a template in trans. While this enzyme is not in and of
itself a replicase, this accomplishment provides a glimpse
of what the replicative machinery may have been like in a
complex ribo-organism in a complex RNA world [2–4].
The starting point for the selection of the generalized
polymerase was a pool that contained ~1015 variants,
derived from the core of a previously selected, extremely
fast ribozyme ligase (Figure 1a). In order to explore the
sequence space surrounding this polymerase, the ribozyme
was mutagenized at four different levels: 0, 3, 10 and 20%
non-wild-type residues per position. In addition, three
segments containing completely random sequences were
appended to the pool. Two of these segments replaced
short loops, while a larger (76 nucleotide) segment was
added to the 3′ end of the ribozyme. A primer oligonu-
cleotide was covalently joined to the pool via a 5′–5′
pyrophosphate linkage, and the 3′ end of the primer was
non-covalently hybridized to a template strand. Finally,
the original template binding site was blocked. The pool
of molecules was then challenged to extend the primer on
the template. Variants that carried out polymerization reac-
tions were captured via the incorporation of an appropri-
ately tagged nucleotide monomer (either 4-thio uracil or a
biotinylated adenosine). Active ribozymes were subse-
quently amplified and the process repeated. The tem-
plate–primer pair was varied for each round to avoid the
evolution of polymerases that were highly dependent on a
given sequence.
After 10 rounds of selection one variant (10.2) was found to
be capable of adding up to four monomers to the primer,
even when the 5′–5′ linkage to the primer oligonucleotide
was severed. To enhance further the catalytic potential of
variant 10.2, new mutations were introduced and an
additional eight rounds of selection were conducted. The
ribozymes were challenged to carry out progressively
longer extensions (up to eight monomer additions) in the
presence of decreasing NTP concentrations. A minimized
(189 nucleotide) version of the best round 18 isolate — the
round-18 ribozyme — could extend every template tested,
including template–primer pairs that contained long duplex
regions, of 10–60 base pairs. Under optimal conditions, the
ribozyme could add up to 14 nucleotides to the tem-
plate–primer complex (unfortunately, in the presence of
the optimally high magnesium and pH, the ribozyme itself
degraded, ultimately limiting the length of the extension
reaction). In addition, the selected polymerase had an
incorporation fidelity as high as 0.985, approaching the
fidelity of some viral polymerases.
Beyond the implications of these results for the origin and
evolution of life, there are equally important implications
for the evolution of biochemical reaction mechanisms.
Remarkably, despite large-scale randomization, the core
of the parental ribozyme remained unchanged except for
one position during the course of the selection. The novel
ability of the polymerase to recognize its primer–template
pair in a general manner appears to reside exclusively in
the domain derived from the 3′ terminal, 76 nucleotide
random region. This is all the more surprising, as previous
selections with so-called appended pools have in general
been less successful.
For example, Lorsch and Szostak [5] attempted to use a
pre-existing ATP-binding site as the basis for the selection
of ribozyme kinases. To this end, they designed a pool in
which a minimal ATP-binding RNA molecule, or ‘aptamer’,
was flanked by long random regions. Molecules capable of
appending a thiophosphate moiety (from γ-thio ATP) to
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themselves were selected by the formation of disulphide
bonds to a thio-pyridine-activated column. After 13 cycles
of selection, all of the seven classes of selected ribozymes
were capable of carrying out the kinase reaction. But while
the selected sequences showed some conservation of the
original ATP-binding site, only one (class IV) was still
capable of binding to ATP-agarose. Three classes (II, VI
and VII) were missing critical stems in the ATP-binding
site, and all others contained mutations in one or more
conserved residues. While the presence of the ATP-
binding motif may have increased the odds of finding cat-
alytically active sequences, it did not appear to do so by
actually providing a handle for binding ATP. An ATP-
binding domain was also used as the starting point for the
selection of a ribozyme ligase in which adenosine was the
leaving group [6]. While ribozymes were successfully
selected that could catalyze the desired reaction, most of
these again contained mutations that would have inacti-
vated the ATP-binding site.
A similar approach was taken in the selection of a self-
alkylating ribozyme [7]. An aptamer that could preferen-
tially bind to biotin was first selected; this species was
then partially mutagenized and the resultant pool used to
select RNA species capable of conjugating themselves to
a reactive biotin derivative (N-biotinyl-N′-iodoacetly-
ethelenediamine). After seven rounds of selection, an indi-
vidual clone was again mutagenized and subjected to
additional rounds of selection. Comparative sequence
analysis of RNA molecules from different stages of the
selection showed little or no sequence similarity; in other
words, there was little or no relationship between aptamers
that simply bound and catalysts that conjugated. A more
detailed analysis of the sequence and structure differences
between binding and catalytic species revealed that the
transition from binding to catalysis could only have
occurred via major structural rearrangements.
The fact that aptamers did not apparently abet the
selection of catalytic nucleic acids stands in contrast to the
results described in Johnston et al. [1], in which a pool
based on a catalyst proved capable of inventing a binding
domain (for the primer–template complex). The simplest
explanation for this discrepancy is that the sequence and
structural (or, better yet, informational) constraints required
for catalysis are greater than those required for binding,
and there is only minimal overlap in ‘sequence space’

























(a) Pool design for the in vitro selection of a general RNA polymerase
ribozyme. The core ribozyme is shown in black, and the added random
regions are shown in blue. The primer and template are shown in
orange and red, respectively. The original primer binding site is blocked
by the oligonucleotide shown in green. (b) Pool design for the in vitro
selection of a glutamine-specific aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase ribozyme.
The core ribozyme is again shown in black with the added random
region shown in blue. Base pairs shown in red define the putative
interaction between the two catalytic domains. Base pairs shown in
gray represent G:U pairs.
This explanation can be further rationalized on chemical
grounds: the ways in which active sites are poised to direct
substrates for catalysis may be antithetical to how binding
sites are poised to bind ligands. For example, it is well
known that tight binding of a substrate is inimical to catal-
ysis, as it unnaturally increases the free energy of activa-
tion. Similarly, tight binding of a product can prevent
multiple turnover reactions. 
If new nucleic acid catalysts cannot readily be derived
from binding domains, then they may best be derived
from other RNA catalysts. There is some experimental
evidence to back this lemma. A group I ribozyme that was
evolved to efficiently utilize DNA substrates could also
cleave amide bonds [8], while a ribozyme cleavase could
be efficiently transformed into a ribozyme ligase by mutat-
ing a relatively few residues [9]. A ribozyme that could use
an activated amino acid to charge a tRNA molecule [10]
was evolved from a simpler actyltransferase that could
move an ester from the 3′ end of a paired oligonucleotide
substrate to the 5′ end of a similarly paired substrate [11].
As in the selection by Johnston et al. [1], 70 random
sequence residues were added to the 3′ end of the initial
ribozyme (Figure 1b). In the initial nine rounds of selec-
tion, ribozymes were selected for their ability to transfer
an activated glutamine residue to their 5′ ends. An addi-
tional two rounds of selection were then conducted to
isolate molecules still capable of performing the simpler,
template-directed acyl-transfer reaction. The final,
selected catalysts could specifically charge themselves
with glutamine, and then transfer the esterified amino acid
to a free tRNA.
As a final confirmation of the supremacy of catalytic
selection, we have recently selected ribozyme ligases that
are highly dependent upon protein cofactors [12]. We
initially attempted to design such nucleoprotein enzymes
by melding protein-binding aptamers with a selected
ribozyme ligase, with no success. Only by overlapping a 50
residue random sequence region with the catalytic core of
the ribozyme were we able to select nucleoprotein
enzymes that required both partners for efficient catalysis.
Again, ligand-binding alone was not sufficient to augment
catalysis, while in contrast selection for catalysis readily
yielded specific interactions with a ligand. 
The notion that ligand-binding does not precede nor abet
the development of RNA catalysis has powerful implica-
tions for evolutionary origins. For example, a number of
authors [13,14] have speculated that early RNA molecules
that bound amino acids may have served as precursors for
aminoacylation catalysts and that this putative connection
may provide insights into the origin of the genetic code.
To date, however, there has been no experimental
demonstration that pre-selection for amino-acid-binding
abets the evolution of aminoacylation catalysis, and our
analysis would suggest that there is in fact no such rela-
tionship, in the primordial world or now. Similarly, if
binding domains are not easily separable from catalytic
domains, then ‘exon swapping’ in the RNA world may not
have been as fashionable as it appears to be in the modern
protein world, and one of the first rationales for the exis-
tence of the RNA world would be undercut [15]. In fact, it
is interesting that protein catalysts have apparently devel-
oped independent substrate-binding and cofactor-binding
domains (such as the Rossman fold), a modular approach
to catalysis that may have pounded yet another nail in the
coffin of the ancient RNA world.
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